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Ohlala features a perfect mix of interesting 
articles with excellent images. Catching the 

eye of readers, the big picture-spread articles 
focus on exclusive interviews, fashion, style, 

art and culture, beauty, shopping, home, 
travel, motoring and events.

Ohlala readers are well-educated, high-
income earners belonging to the middle to 

upper social strata. Their lifestyle is geared 
towards enjoying the good things in life.
Averaging around 100 pages, Ohlala is 

published 12 times per year.
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The

This luxury fashion and lifestyle 
magazine has rapidly built a reputation 

as a trendsetting medium and a key 
source of information for what’s new and 

hot in Doha.

A fashion-forward, freethinking, finger-on-the-pulse monthly 
with exclusive interviews and stunning fashion shoots.

The  World of Ohlala 

Ohlala has a circulation of 10,000 copies 
per month in Qatar. This is made up 

of subscriptions, distribution in 
high-traffic public places and magazine 

stand sales.



Qatar’s leading luxury magazine 
Ohlala Qatar Magazine features a perfect mix of interesting articles 

with excellent images. 

READERSHIP PROFILE
Catching the eye of readers, the big picture-spread articles focus on exclusive interviews,  

fashion, style, art and culture, beauty, shopping, home, travel, motoring and events.

Target Audience

Gender Distribution

80% 20%
Local Expatriate

68% 32%
Female Male

Age Distribution

25%
20-25

60%
26-44

15%
45+

75,000
Readership

Readership
Favourite

37%
FASHION

40%
FAMILY & WOMEN 

INTEREST

10%
NEWS

13%
FOOD & DRINKS

Reader Monthly Income

Circulation Split

60%
PUBLIC PLACES

(Complementary)

20%
SUBSCRIPTIONS

20%
RETAIL

10,000
Circulation

COPIES PER MONTH

QR 50,000+



STYLE 
The season’s hottest trends from the 
catwalk to street fashion, comprehensive 
fashion guides, celebrity styles, behind-
the-scenes of  fashion shows to haute 
couture and must-have accessories.

FASHION 
Glossy pages of  eye-catching and 
professional in-house fashion shoots 
with various artistic themes, as well as 
exclusive features and interviews with 
international fashion designers.

INTERVIEWS 
Exclusive interviews with celebrities, 
inspirational women, art and culture 
aficionados, plus those who serve as role 
models to others in society, sharing their 
story of  success and offering essential 
advice and tips.

BEAUTY 
The latest trends hot off  the catwalk, 
the best looks for the season, beauty tips 
and tricks, the newest products on the 
market, makeup and hair-styling how to.

DINING 
The inside scoop on Qatar’s newest and 
hottest restaurants, hotels, boutiques 
and cafes, on-site dining reviews and 
interviews with those in the know from 
the industry. MOTORING 

A look into the very latest and greatest 
designs and models of  cars reviewed 
from a woman’s perspective.

SOCIETY 
Ohlala keeps you up to date with the 
places to see and be seen, with special post 
coverage of  the hottest events and parties.

EDITORIAL MISSION 

Ohlala inspires women to discover and celebrate their own style in all aspects of their 
lives. With up-to-date features on FASHION, BEAUTY, ART, CULTURE and the 

overall LUXURY LIFESTYLE – all aspirational and accessible – it encourages readers 
to cultivate not just PERSONAL STYLE, but the success that comes with being an 

empowered woman.

The essence of style…  
Uniting women across the region



“The Ohlala woman is a chic independent thinker who is not 
afraid to stand out from the crowd – radiating her inner beauty, 

she delights in pleasuring the senses.”

EDITORIAL CONTENT 

Fashion

Style Travel

Ohlala Spotlight Style focus
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Ohlala looks into a day in the life of 
SOPHIE EVANS who is the Director 
of Marketing at the eponymous THE 

WESTIN DOHA HOTEL & SPA and is 
happily married.

Words by POOJA ADAM

I 
start my day...  
My alarm goes off at 6am…..I try when possible to start my 
day with an early swim or workout to energize and wake up 
first thing. I find breakfast really important so like to have a 
really wholesome and filling dish to fuel the day ahead. Usually 
scrambled eggs on toast or home-made bircher muesli. I get to 

the office at 8am and have a coffee whilst I catch-up on e-mails. 
My role is…
My role at The Westin Doha Hotel & Spa is the Director of Marketing. 
Together with my fantastic marketing & PR team, we work very closely 
with the other departments to create exciting and unique experiences for 
our guests and the community of Doha. From weekend yoga sessions to 
Thai-style barbeques, wellness retreats or Feel Well Friday Brunches; as a 
department we strive to bring to life the Westin brand within everything 
we offer. I love yoga and all things wellness, so, I was naturally drawn to the 

in Doha followed by 18 months working across several five star brands in 
London. I feel very lucky to have worked with such fantastic brands within 
the Marriott International group. 
I have lived in Doha since…
I have lived in Doha on and off for 6 years now. I love working within the 
hospitality industry in Qatar, there are so many opportunities to be creative, 
unique and really produce something new and exciting for our guests and 
the people living in Doha. The opportunities are endless and I find that 
really exciting. Service and quality within the hospitality industry here in 
the Middle East is second to none and nothing like I have experienced 
elsewhere. 
I experienced challenges with… 
It is always challenging living away from my friends and family who live 
back in Scotland and the UK. However I love to bring them here to Qatar 
and show them where I work and live as it’s a completely new experience 

 
BOSS

Westin brand and really enjoy 
organising the amazing events 
that we host here at the hotel. 
A day in the life of Sophie ...
The best thing about working 
in Marketing is the variety 
of your work life. From early 
morning photoshoots, afternoon 
brainstorming sessions to 
evenings hosting events; every 
day can be different which I love. 
Each week I am sure to meet 
with my colleagues from other 
departments to look at what 
exciting things we have coming 
up that we will be promoting. 
Between emails I work with my 
team on the future marketing 
plans for the hotel, our social 
media content and our graphic 
design for collaterals. I am 
lucky to have such a fantastic, 
hardworking and supportive team to work alongside me. When I get the 
chance I like to have a quick lunch in our Thai restaurant Sabai Thai. I love 
Thai food; the Pad Thai and Panang curry are my favourite!  After I finish 
work I always try to do some form of exercise. If it’s not the gym then a 
walk, swim or some yoga really helps to switch me off. Then comes dinner 
which will usually be a BBQ at home or a home-made curry! I love to cook 
and often spend the weekend cooking to make it easier during the week. 
Pinterest is my best friend when it comes to recipe ideas! 
How I got into the hospitality industry... 
I have been working in the hospitality industry for my whole career, from 
serving freshly baked rolls at a local bakery from when I was 14, working 
as a Chef and studying hospitality at University, to being accepted onto 
Starwood’s graduate program and moving here to Doha. I have always been 
passionate about all things food and love the concept of giving the best 
service and experiences to people. I began my career in luxury hotels here 

for them. 
My most memorable work 
moment was… 
In celebration of ‘Global Running 
Day’ this June we worked with 
Olympic Athlete and Scottish 
legend Liz McColgen on a 
community running event in 
the local area. We had a fantastic 
turnout and such great feedback 
from the attendees. It was a 
huge sense of achievement and 
gratification that we can put on 
events that really make us stand out 
as a pillar of the local community, 
whilst communicating the Westin 
brand passions and values. I am 
looking forward to organizing 
similar events in the future.
Here’s what I’m looking 
forward to this year… 
The rest of 2018 looks exciting 

with lots of great events planned with a revamp of our Thai Phuket BBQ  in  
October and the much loved and award winning Bubbalicious Brunch. A 
busy season ahead with more to come!
After work... 
Working with the values of the Westin which focuses on maintaining a 
balance of eat well and play well, I try to incorporate that practice into 
my personal life too. During the week I tend to focus on factoring in 
some exercise, eating well and getting an early night. I always try and 
have a book on the go as I love to read and get a rest from looking at the 
computer screen! At the weekend I will relax, have a BBQ at home with 
friends or treat myself to dinner at one of my favourite restaurants here in 
Doha. I love pizza, asian food, greek and steak, so, it just depends on what 
I am craving that day!  

@westindoha

OHLALA 
  Spotlight
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“By nightfall, the surroundings are opaque black – not even the contours 

of the hills can be seen but in the opposite and nearby bungalows, ambient 

lighting seep the windows.”

If I were to pen a book, I’d want to spend an indefinite 
amount of time at the Ceylon Tea Trails. I knew this from the second 
we left dust bowl Colombo and our four by four starting to snake up 
and around the rows of tea buds and leaves into a green paradise. It 
was barely past seven in the morning, the pale mist was rising and 
curling over the hills towards the high blue sky. Despite the unpaved 
and at times, stomach churning drive, the vistas were so beguiling, I 
indulged in the sluggish pace and took it all in. 

I arrived at the Summerville Bungalow at midday, one of the 
bungalows part of the Dunkeld Estate in Hatton founded by Merrill 
J Fernando in 2005. A perfectly craggy pathway led to the twee, 
pale yellow front door where my warm-faced butler was waiting for 
me, ready to scoop up my luggage with hearty haste and give me a 
personalised tour.  

Picture if you will, a remote cottage overlooking the still, moody 
blue Castlereagh lake surrounded by vast swathes of green hills and 
thick manes of trees, speckled with polychrome flowers and low-
lying broccoli shaped clouds where thin slices of sun occasionally 

spill through. Although you’re in the depths of Hatton, Sri Lanka, 
there are close echoes of the Scottish Highlands courtesy of the 
all-encompassing rich and broody nature. Wonderfully, the wild 
outnumber the humans. Quiet is your companion at the Summerville 
Bungalow and back to my initial reaction, it’s the stuff of dreams for 
a wordsmith. 

The bedroom features a glorious four poster bed. The furnishings 
are wooden and tastefully colonial. The bathroom calls for oo-ing and 
aa-ing in its own right. A stand-alone bathtub over Victorian black 
and white tiling, complete with gorgeously scented accoutrements 
adds to the luxury of the stay. It has an overall upmarket B&B feel 
to it; it’s personal and quaint. The patio doors open up to a set of 
deck chairs and another vision to behold. I communed with the 
wilderness for hours on end, read appropriately slow and romantic 
literature, closed my eyes and let the booms of nature ripple through 
me without feeling the slightest itch of boredom. Despite sharing 
the bungalow with other guests, they were nowhere to be found or 
heard. Bliss. 

trAveL
    escapes

MASSEY 
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SANSONI 

SEBASTIAN POSINGIS
DUNKELD

GOLEC

SEBASTIAN POSINGIS
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STYLE
   Focus 

Be as free as a bird and as confident as a 
beast when incorporating this style into 
your wardrobe - guaranteed to project 
your ultimate prowess. 

ANIMAL 
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STYLE
   Focus 

BARBIE’S 
DREAMHOUSE
We’re channeling our inner doll with a 

palette of pink that even the most fabulous 
fashionistas cannot resist. 
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Eye-catching rainbow 

colours guaranteed to 

gain fashionista prowess. 

Warning! Positive vibes 

will ensue.
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Be as free as a bird and as confident as a 
beast when incorporating this style into 
your wardrobe - guaranteed to project 
your ultimate prowess. 
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I N 
F U L L 

B L O O M
AMATO  LUXE’S  LATEST  SPRING/SUMMER  COLLECTION  WILL  MAKE  YOU  BELIEVE 

IN  FAIRYTALES.  INSPIRED  BY  TALES  OF  FANTASY,  ROMANCE  AND  ROYALTY,  AMATO 
LUXE’S  FEMININE  FROCKS  EMBODY  THE  GRACE  AND  BEAUTY  OF  A  TRUE  PRINCESS. 

EACH  PASTEL  PIECE  EMBELLISHED  WITH  GLASS  BEADS,  FLOWER  APPLIQUÉ,  SEQUIN 
EMBROIDERY  AND  A  HINT  OF  FAIRY  DUST.

CREDITS:
PHOTOGRAPHER: Oliver Doran 

STYLING: Furne One
HEAD HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTIST: Jojo Dantespadua

ASSISTANT: Ivy Kep Peralta
MODELS: Ada, Nicole and Joanna of MMG Models
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Align your brand with the authority of Ohlala – with targeted 
distribution, your company gets increased brand awareness – supporting 

your online, retail, and other marketing initiatives.

EDITORIAL CONTENT 

Beauty

Motoring Dining

Society Ohlala boutiques
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DIVA
  Drives

T H E  N E W  A G E  O F 
L E X U S .

L E X U S  H AV E  P U L L E D  O U T  A L L  T H E  S TO P S  TO  E N S U R E  T H E I R  L AT E S T 
C R E AT I O N  I M P R E S S E S  O N  A L L  L E V E L S .
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T
he brand has always been synonymous with prestige and class, 
however, the designers at Lexus have decided to step out of 
their comfort zone to produce a new age offering, sure to have 
a major impact on the luxury sedan segment. 
The new Lexus LS is the company’s flagship vehicle and is the 
most luxurious sedan they have created thus far. Set to rival 
other beautiful mechanical creations such as the Mercedes-

Benz S-Class, the Audi A8 and the BMW 7 Series, this car has been 
designed to impress on all levels of both appearance and performance. 
Approaching the vehicle it was immediately obvious we were dealing with 
a new type of animal. It is noticeably longer and lower than its predecessor 
and unashamedly displays its new aggressive design. The corporate spindle 
grille dominates the front end of the vehicle with the mesh detail providing 
a truly unique finish. The ‘L-shaped’ LED headlights are a novel feature, 
showcasing the designers’ attention to detail. The sleek shape of the body 

is obvious from the sides, with smooth lines connecting the front to the 
rear. The roofline tapers towards the boot adding to the streamlined shape. 
The rear boasts an updated taillight design, with ‘L-Shaped’ sections to the 
inside portion of the lights. The dual exhausts finished off an impressive 
start to our day with the LS. 
To enter the vehicle, one merely has to touch the handle and the door 
unlocks. Slipping inside the LS, one immediately feels as if they have been 
upgraded to first class. The entire cabin has been constructed with a high 
level of craftsmanship and only the very best of materials have been used. 
The leather seating is extremely comfortable and the fact the driver’s seat 
raises up to give one a better driving position does not go unnoticed. The 
layout is similar to the Mercedes S-Class and let’s face it, if you are going to 
emulate a luxury interior, the S-Class is probably the way to go. 
The infotainment system has a more inviting graphic interface than the 
previous model and is controlled using the next generation of Lexus’ Remote 
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SUPPORTED BY INTERNATIONAL MAKE-UP ARTIST, NABILA AND HOST KARAN TACKER, FWI’18 
DESTINATION DOHA OPENED TO A FULL HOUSE. PARTNERS INCLUDED ALFARDAN GROUP, SALAM, 
QATAR AIRWAYS, MONDRIAN DOHA AND QATAR TOURISM AUTHORITY ALL SUPPORTING MAKING 

THIS ICONIC FASHION MOMENT A REALITY.

FASHION WEEKEND INTERNATIONAL 
LAUNCHES IN DOHA IN SPECTACULAR 

STYLE SHOWCASING FASHION 
EXTRAORDINAIRE MANISH MALHOTRA 

AND CELEBRITY SHOWSTOPPER 
AISHWARYA RAI BACHCHAN
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OCTOBER 
DINING

CHIC
   Eats

The Torch Doha
New surprises have been unveiled at The Torch’s Flying Carpet restaurant; 
a fun set of Friday brunches with a different theme every week, ranging 
from Tex Mex and Asian to Arabic and Smoked BBQ. Apart from the 
extensive buffet, a specially dedicated section to each theme is added, along 
with special decorations at the entire venue. Call 4446 5600

Our round up of the best chic 

eats venues

Doha Marriott Hotel
Find yourself in a relaxing atmosphere at the Lobby Cafe, whether it 
is a business meeting, a gathering with friends or a simple treat, their 
professional baristas have you covered on the daily. Sit back and enjoy, 
from speciality coffees to the mouthwatering selection of cakes on offer.
Call 4429 8888

Marriott Marquis City Center Doha Hotel
Wherever you go in this prestigious hotel, experience a gastronomic 
journey throughout one of their 10 acclaimed restaurants and lounges! 
Crossroads Kitchen for example offers a journey for your taste buds. This 
international restaurant boasts all-day dining, buffet, brunch and live 
cooking demonstrations. It’s an interactive dining experience for everyone 
in your party. Call 4419 5000 

Radisson Blu Hotel Doha
Join Radisson Blu Hotel in two special “Pink” brunches (October 12th 
and 19th) to help increase breast cancer awareness. Their chefs will 
prepare a pink dessert buffet, pink drinks and some pink surprises. Brunch 
is carvery style! Either way, they are also welcoming females to their 
Ladies Night at Sakura every Tuesday where all ladies dining will receive 
one special beverage and appetiser. Call 44281555

Four Seasons Hotel Doha
Barefoot Thursday is back! The Thursday Night destination with something 
for everyone at Four Seasons Beach.Feast on a BBQ Dinner or hang out at 
the Beach Bar while enjoying the tunes of their DJ with breathtaking views 
of the Arabian Gulf from 7pm onwards. Call 4494 8600

Ezdan Hotel
Indulge yourself at Al Thouraya Restaurant where you can unwind 
and indulge your taste buds with a whole host of international and 
contemporary dishes - ideal for all the family and perfect to satisfy 
everyone’s appetite. Call 4496 9600

Mondrian Doha
Making a dramatic entrance that reflects the Qatari sunset is CUT by 
Wolfgang Puck at the Mondrian Hotel in Doha. Bringing his classic, 
American steak restaurant, CUT s open for breakfast, lunch and dinner 
and delivers innovation at every level through its unique culinary, service 
and design combination. Find your way across the “floating staircase” 
and indulge in a menu that showcases Wolfgang’s philosophy of offering 
on the finest selection of beef, produce and locally-sourced ingredients - 
cooked simply and presented beautifully. Call 4045 5999

Maya Doha, Kempinski Suites & Residences
Opening soon - great, bold and authentic flavors of Mexico! Carefully 
crafted, yet bold flavored. Rooted in tradition, yet adventuring into 
contemporary tastes. Chef Richard Sandoval blends the earthy flavors 
of his native Mexico with worldly ingredients and creative cooking 
techniques to create the Modern Mexican Cuisine at Maya. Our 
hospitality is warm and Latin. We welcome you to linger over drinks, 
rediscover Mexican classics; mouth-watering guacamole, tacos with 
authentic fillings and fresh-made tortillas amidst savouring the Chef ’s 
signature dishes. Call 4405 3560
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deliciously different dining affair. Their Chef ’s show kitchen is perfect for those 
wanting to experience the true taste of Thailand. Sabai Thai seduces with its 
luxe décor, private bar and genuine warm Thai welcome. Call 3359 8514

Marsa Malaz Kempinski, The Pearl
Inspired by the colours and patterns of the fashion world, this assortment 
of handmade unique delicacies brings you a fashionista twist, created with 
elegance. Enjoy an afternoon out as you indulge in the sweet treats, sip on a 
dreamily brewed cup of tea and overlook the turquoise waters of the Arabian 
Gulf. Call 4035 5555

Toro Toro (Marsa Malaz Kempinski, The Pearl)
Toro Toro is a creative blend of Pan Latin styles and flavours. The Restaurant 
showcases the most authentic recipes from Brazil to Peru in a vibrant 
atmosphere, giving to its eclectic and selected guests a full Latin experience.  
From the minutely prepared small dishes to share to the acclaimed “Rodizio 
Experience”, Toro Toro has been a great success and the infamous Toro Toro 
Latin Brunch is well and truly back. Call 4035 5101

The St. Regis Doha
Set in the gardens of St. Regis’ hotel, Hakkasan Doha features an elegant 
main dining room, Ling Ling lounge, terrace and terrace lounge. Exclusive 
services such as private valet parking complement the award-winning 
food which include Hakkasan’s signature dishes as well as those created 
specifically for the restaurant. An elegant retreat of a restaurant and with the 
added benefit that Hakkasan Doha is open daily for dinner.  Call: 4446 0170

Sheraton Grand Doha
Gardens Brunch is back at La Veranda. Brunch in style and bask in Doha’s 
beautiful weather with their new brunch concept at one of our favourite 
Italian homes in Doha. Set amongst the tranquil setting of the La Veranda 
garden, savour their mouthwatering food selection brought to you by their 
talented culinary team, whilst enjoying magnificent views of the Doha 
Corniche. Call: 4485 3000

Grand Hyatt 
Your favourite brunch spot is staying put for the summer. Head to Santa 
Monica Breakfast Club for a whole host of culinary delights that will be sure 
to transport you from busy city life to the chilled environment of the West 
Coast. Children are welcome too! Call 4448 1240

Hilton Doha
Share a sawalif with your close friends over a tempting dessert or a refreshing 
drink. Sawalif Lounge is located at the pool area and features all glass, floor-
to-ceiling walls that give an impressive and wide view of the sea. With daily 
opening hours from 11:00 to 02:00 and a choice of à la carte snacks you just 
have to see the beautiful backdrop for yourself. Call 4423 3423

InterContinental Doha, The City 
La Vista 55 is opening this October bringing you a zesty blend of spices, 
flavours, and vibrant beats from all over Cuba. Enjoy unbeatable panoramic 
views of West Bay and Doha on the 55th and 56th floor as we take you on a 
trip to vintage Havana and beyond. Take the plunge and indulge in authentic 
signature beverages and specialty Cuban tapas while you enjoy the beats and 
rhythm of la musica from their live band all the way from Cuba.  Call: 4015 8888 

Zengo, Kempinski Suites & Residences
Inspired by the Celebrity Chef Richard Sandoval, Zengo situated on the 
61st and 62nd floor offers a unique spin on authentic Pan-Asian cuisine.The 
menu ranges from sushi, sashimi to curry dishes, grilled entrees, and wok 
dishes. Hand-muddled sips, with a focus on Asian flavours, complement the 
diverse menu. Zengo does not only stand out for its marvellous flavours; but 
also for its artfully presented dishes and original beverage creations. From the 
Omakase Sushi Zen to the Akai Ichigo, everything is a perfect gift for the 
palette and view. Call 4405 3560

Shangri-La Hotel Doha 
Shanghai Club is the first of its kind and the highest Chinese restaurant 
in Doha. This new-age of chic restaurant with a 100% Chinese brigade is 
the new venue to savour authentic Cantonese, Sichuan and Shanghainese 
cuisines while admiring the Doha skyline from the 43rd and 44th floors.
Open for dinner from 6:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Lounge bar & Balcony: 5:30 
p.m. until late with live entertainment by their international resident DJ 
Nana. Call: 4429 5295

City Centre Rotana Doha
City Centre Rotana Doha offers a feast of culinary options in a variety of 
exquisite settings. Each restaurant shines with its own character and cuisine, 
and all are defined by signature bespoke service. Revel in the cuisine of their 
talented chefs, whose interpretations of contemporary Western and Eastern, 
inventive authentic, classical and modern to evoke all five senses, each with 
its own distinctive ambiance.Call 4445 8888

Westin Doha Hotel & Spa
The textures and flavours of Sabai Thai’s authentic cooking make for a 

CHIC
   Eats
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Behind the 
SCENE

under one roof only means one thing...

Exhibition is back with its Autumn/Winter 

platform for designers from Qatar, the GCC 

Doha Exhibition and Convention Center. Ohlala 
spotlights two designers to reveal their brand 

and what the exhibition means to them.

M
ODISH is showcasing at the upcoming 14th 
HEYA Arabian Fashion Exhibition and we reveal 
an added dimension behind the brand founded by 
Qatari designer, Noor Alsulaiti.
When was your concept of creating this 

brand first ignited?
After seeking a new contemporary style for local traditional abayas 
MODISH design journey began in 2014. 
What is your inspiration behind each piece?
As an interior designer with a strong fascination towards the Art Deco 
era, the brand seamlessly reflects those details in all of its collections. All 
of my inspiration comes from contrast of colours, abstract shapes and 
patterns as I seek to find the differences and dissimilarity and stitch it 
into a piece of beauty that one can own and keep.
How far has the abaya come in terms of being a fashion rather than a 
cultural statement?
Abayas will always remain a cultural statement that symbolises tradition 
and modesty. Abayas are a statement that is very much appreciated by 

www.heya.qa / www.dczqtr.com / @dczstyle

Our brand is very well known in creating elegant, sophisticated, and feminine 
abayas yet respectful to the tradition. Focusing on unique details and material 
ensure for the ultimate quality and finishing.
Is there a particular country that has influenced your most successful 
collection of abayas?
There is no country in particular MODISH is influenced by as the brand 
seeks exceptional beauty everywhere and anywhere. 
Name some themes that might inspire upcoming collections?
Simplicity X Complexity.

@modish.doha

the community, for every women that seeks ultimate beauty in fashion there 
is nothing more successful than combining it in a piece of traditional wear.
Why is your participation at the 14th Edition of Heya important and 
beneficial for the Modish brand?
Heya exhibition is considered one of the biggest fashion events within this 
region that is mainly specialised in women’s fashion, it is a great opportunity 
to drastically expand MODISH customer base; it is our third participation. 
It is also a great platform to showcase our recent handiwork as our loyal 
customers have been very keen to view our FW18/19 collection.
What is the key to a cutting-edge, unique and versatile abaya?
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are all contributing towards from a fashion point of view.
What is the key to a cutting-edge, unique and versatile abaya?
The key point of the best design is the actual implementation of 
the design itself. There are three main factors that contribute in 
the success or failure of said design process; material, cut and the 
quality of finishing. 
What is the future vision for evolving your brand?
Our goal at Soleil Abaya is to reach the highest level in the 
fashion industry for our particular market. We are aiming 
towards the honour of reaching every local house in Qatar and 
seeing our designs adorned by all types of clientele.

@soleil_abayaa

I
ntroducing Soleil Abaya, a homegrown Qatari brand revealing 
why they love making one-of-a-kind designs and showcasing 
at HEYA Exhibition. 
When was your concept of creating this brand first ignited?
I have always had a great passion in designing my own abayas 

and implementing such ideas with local tailors. I used to get a lot of 
compliments and I was pushed towards enhancing my abilities and 
starting up a business. I finally decided to take the plunge and started 
working on my concept in 2014.
What is your inspiration behind each piece?
There is nothing specific that my designs are based upon nor a specific 
inspiration. My creative vision always happens spontaneously especially 
once I am under pressure or obliged to work with a specific material; 
tilting the situation to the benefit of the design. I definitely work on a 
deadline!
How far has the abaya come in terms of being a fashion rather than a 
cultural statement?
Personally I still strongly believe that religiously and culturally the 
abaya will forever maintain its unique value, however, I work very hard 
on my designs to always feature the cultural preservative value with a 
beautiful fashionable twist.
Why is your participation at the 14th Edition of Heya important and 
beneficial for the Soleil Abaya brand?
Heya exhibition is considered to be the strongest platform for any designer 
as there is a lot of foot traffic. You’re able to meet new customers and 
introduce yourself to such a competitive market. Heya’s management and 
organisers are already aware of my customer base from their knowledge of 
the market and the turnout at my booth. On the other hand, I still benefit 
from meeting new clients and interacting with more local designers which 
allows us to be unanimously proud of this great accomplishment that we 
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LANCOME

FRESH 
BEAUTY PERFECTED  SKIN,  CHIC 

PONYTAILS  AND  CURLED  LASHES 
ARE  YOUR  GO-TO’S  FOR  AW18

Untitled-7   1 9/24/18   12:30 PM
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BEAUTY
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IT MAY BE FALL BUT THERE’S BOLD POPS OF 

COLOUR EVERYWHERE. EMBRACE YELLOW, 

HOT PINK AND GREEN FOR A LOOK THAT 

REALLY PACKS A PUNCH. 

PAINTBOX BRIGHTS

BLUSH COLOUR INFUSION,  LAURA MERCIER

LITTLEMAC

MONOSHADOW, DIOR

LITTLEMAC

GIVENCHY

ROGUE ALLURE 

LIPGLOSS, 

CHANEL GIVENCHY

KISSKISS LIPSTICK, GUERLAIN

DI
OR

SH
OW

DI
OR

SH
OW

DI
OR

SH
OW

MONOSHADOW, DIOR

THE NAIL LACQUER, DOLCE & GABBANA BEAUTY THE NAIL 
LACQUER, 

DOLCE & 
GABBANA 

BEAUTY



Our Social Media channels and Mobile App allows advertisers 
to connect with Ohlala’s most engaged consumers.

GET YOUR BRAND 
CONNECTED...

Our brand new website www.ohlala-magazine.com packages all the best 
featuresfrom print, as well as all the latest events and happenings in Doha.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE
WWW.OHLALA-MAGAZINE.COM

TWITTER 
@ohlalagcc has built a reputable 

following, through fun 
and interesting tweets on 

a daily basis.

FACEBOOK 
Ohlala’s Facebook page is used to 

promote events and dining offers, as well 
as to interact with readers and clients. 

FOLLOWERS - 4.6K

INSTAGRAM 
We post pictures of unusual finds, foodie 

hotspots, and the content from our 
latest issue, tagging clients and using 

appropriate hashtags.
FOLLOWERS - 6.8K

ISSUU
This online platform provides a sneak 

peek into the latest issue with the 
magazine getting up to 20,000 unique 

visitors and reads, monthly.



Ohlala-magazine.com is the driving force and authority on all things fashion, beauty and 
lifestyle. It is the go-to portal in Qatar and is fast becoming a pillar on the luxury scene and is 

providing readers all the essentials for a fabulous lifestyle - available at their finger tips
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